Creating Lightweight Components with ATL covers ATL in depth, including an overview of COM development, then drills down to explain how ATL implements the fundamentals of COM. It also details how small, lightweight ATL-based COM solutions can be created to solve 'real world' problems. Creating Lightweight Controls with ATL enables you to quickly get up to speed with ATL COM development, and shows how you can use the many ATL/COM APIs and techniques in conjunction with the Standard Template Library (STL) to develop and understand topics such as: Lightweight ActiveX Controls, Web-based Document Servers, Remote Database, Access via ADO & OLE DB, ActiveX Documents & Views, NT Services, DCOM/COM Servers, OLE Automation Servers.
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**Customer Reviews**

After being one of authors in the excellent book "Using Visual C++ 6.0" (Please read my comment at book ISBN: 0789716356), Mr. Bates just showed that Writing COM objects can be easy for everybody. Book is not so excellent as the upper one, it lacks "Margin Text", but it deserves 5 stars. What I like in this book is following: I am not good Visual C++ programmer I just started to use VC and I highly recoment "Using Visual C++ 6.0" for everybody starting like me. But THIS book really enables you to:- make COM object using wizard- to add functions and methods to your
class/COM- to call it from other program. You learn this in about first 100 pages. Following chapters are going into more details and more different problems. But the GOAL is here. You have developed COM, now you need to know some C++ language to implement functions but that has nothing to do with COM any more. So the goal is reached - I repeat. Every chapter it has its' short and easy to understand example. Every chapter has only one goal, so you don't have to read whole book to find thing you need. You can develop your first COM in a afternoon. This book is "must have" for beginners in COM. By the end of the book you will be teached well and you will learn things for pros (which I am not... :) what makes this book good for advanced users too. For you to see if this (my) review works for you I have to tell you that I am Delphi programmer and I know about object oriented programming and windows programming and about Win32 API but I didn't know anything about COMs, and ether I NEVER developed COM before, not even in Delphi.
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